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The Efficacy of Mathematics Education

Abstract
Evidence supports the notion that mathematics education in the United States is inadequate. There is also evidence that mathematics education deficiencies extend internationally. The worldwide mathematics education deficit appears large enough that improving student performance in this educational problem area could yield great economic benefit. To improve the efficacy of mathematics education, education's root problems must first be understood. Often supposed educational root problems are considered and contrasted against potential deficiencies of mathematics methodologies and curricula that are based on mainstream educational philosophies. The educational philosophies utilized to form early-grade mathematics methodologies and related curricula are judged to be the main reasons for low levels of interest in the subject of mathematics by student populations. An exploration of available literature in regard to how the human brain learns is provided. Two unifications are resultantly hypothesized: interest and learning appear to be mentally intertwined, this unification may serve as the basis for a more effective educational methodology; children are nearly universally interested in the visual arts, arithmetic and geometric mathematical principles are intertwined with the visual arts principles of linear perspective and proportion. An early grade curriculum that relates those mathematical principles via artistic methods (similar to those developed and utilized by master artists and engineers of the Renaissance era) may prove broadly effective at equitably increasing students’ mathematical achievement. Future research in such a direction is highly recommended.
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The Efficacy of Mathematics Education

Eric Geimer

This literature review uncovers severe deficiencies in modern mathematics education. These deficiencies extend beyond the United States (US), internationally. Effectively reversing these mathematics education deficiencies could yield great economic benefit (Peterson, Woessmann, Hanushek, and Lastra-Anadón, 2011, p. V). Large-scale educational problems appear to be highly wicked. By wicked the author means intractably multifaceted to an indeterminate degree. Behind the wickedness of education-related problems are the very educational philosophies utilized to form methodologies and curricula.

Current mathematics curricula create an unintentionally induced low level of interest in mathematics. There have been recent research efforts regarding how the human mind learns (Tsai, Kunter, Lüdtke, Trautwein, & Ryan, 2008), specifically regarding mathematics (Gunderson, Ramirez, Beilock, & Levine, 2012). Hypothetically a new educational methodology based on student interest and an early grade mathematics curriculum based on a blend of arithmetic, geometric, and artistic linear perspectives and proportions could lead to lower rates of student disinterest regarding mathematics, and resultantly to greater, more equitable mathematical proficiency throughout current and future student populations.

Indications of a Problem

The US’ educational apparatus is not effectively and equitably educating the American student body such that they will be able to maintain and improve upon the society they inherit to a competitive degree. For the US to stay competitive education must change so that Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subject matter related capital is adequately produced (United States Commission on National Security, 2001, p. IX,); data from the 2012 the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) shows that American students performed below average in mathematics, ranking 26 out of the 34 OECD countries with participating student bodies (OECD, 2013, p. 1).

The achievement gap between US students and their peers in other industrialized nations regarding mathematics knowledge has existed, and grown, for the past forty years (Ornstein, 2010). This timespan is the total span of time that measurements have been taken.
Overcoming the longstanding problem of poor performance in math by the US student body may yield substantial economic benefit (Peterson, et al., 2011). Economic growth has been projected should American students increase their average mathematical comprehension. Should parity with South Korean students be reached per capita GDP growth is estimated to increase by 1.3%, annually. That represents an additional $75,000,000,000,000.00 over the next 80 years (Peterson, et al., 2011).

Discovering how widespread the problem of non-optimal mathematics proficiency is could yield important information. National distributions of mathematical achievement are consistently highly negatively skewed no matter national rank regarding mathematics proficiency (Huang, 2009). Based on Huang’s analysis all ranked nations would benefit economically from a marked improvement in the effectiveness of their national mathematics education systems. This is due to the increased reasoning prowess afforded individuals with retained mathematical proficiency. Mathematics allows for greater problem solving ability. An inability to adequately address problems that arise in markets may lead to a reduction in the economic growth of nations. Therefore, nations offering relatively inferior mathematics educations may see their economic growth lag behind peer nations that provide superior mathematics educations.

**Commonly Proposed Causations of National Educational Performance**

Lay hypotheses such as the notion that societal composition including differences in ethnicity, gender, and/or race somehow account for a nation’s average mathematical proficiency are evidentially baseless Horn (1990), Caporrimo (1990), Drew (1992), Huang and Waxman (1993), Catsambis (1994), Sax (1994), and Hall, Davis, Bolen and Chia (1999). Such notions have been relegated to the status of careless prejudice in modern times. Other commonly cited factors such as a government’s educational policy, an education system’s structure, educational standards, or education workers’ unions, if they play a role in the US student body’s mathematics deficit, cannot account for the high levels of negative skew observable in the performance of all national student bodies’ mathematics performances. Modern education appears to be a “wicked problem.” Wicked problems are so persistent that they seem insoluble. Unlike tame problems found in chess or cost accounting, wicked problems tend to shift when solutions are attempted. “Their solutions are never right or wrong, just better or worse”
Thus, there may be some other, common, root-factor at play in regard to the worldwide mathematics education dilemma that, when applied, eliminates math education’s “wickedness.”

**Educational Philosophies as Cause of the Mathematics Education Dilemma**

Not all current, major institutions and organizations prevalent in the industrialized world have practices only based on scientifically garnered data. “Institutional theory” indicates that there are deep, resilient aspects of prior cultures in any modern social structure (Scott, 2004). Resultantly educational systems and their associated methodologies and curriculum are not concretely, scientifically derived and defined systems:

“Philosophy provides… curriculum specialists, with a framework for organization… It provides purpose… subjects… of value, how students learn, and what methods and material to use. Philosophy determines the goals of education, subject content’s organization, the process of teaching and learning, and… what experiences and activities to stress…” (Ornstein, 1990, p. 102)

Math education is failing students because none of the founding minds of the major educational philosophies around which methodologies and curricula are designed knew how to most effectively and efficiently induce learning in the minds of students. There is evidence that current education systems are turning students off from the subject of mathematics to such a degree that merely the anxiety produced when contemplating mathematical tasks can induce physical pain (Lyons & Beilock, 2012). Mathematics is integral to interfacing with the world; positive changes in STEM areas are derived through that interface. If learning mathematics is shown to students as what it is, an intimate aspect of reality, as well as a tool to use in multiple contexts, a greater number of students may become engrossed by the study of mathematics. Research has shown that mathematical beauty correlates with activity in the brain in the same way people experience beauty as derived from other sources (Zeki, Romaya, Benincasa, & Atiyah, 2014, p. 1). Educational systems can be made to make use of this correlation.
Effectively Inducing States of Learning

The problem with widely utilized mathematics curricula is that the vast majority of students in modern math classes are disinterested (Moody, 1977), (Mora, 2011). Learning is most efficiently induced when the mind wanders into a psychological state known as “interest experience.” This psychological state is related to the psychological state known as “flow” (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008). The brain enters these states due to stimuli that elicit actions driven by internal enjoyment rather than external pressure. Interest experience is not being effectively induced the majority of the time pupils currently spend in the classroom, or in the majority of pupils (Tsai, Kunter, Lüdtke, Trautwein, & Ryan, 2008).

Tsai et al.'s 2008 findings seem to be a scientific base on which to build an educational methodology that could enhance knowledge retention for students in any subject, including mathematics. This methodology would enhance learning rates of subject material by promoting curricula that had previously been shown to provoke interest in a majority of pupils in a given grade range. The visual arts appear to be of nearly universal interest to young children. Supporting evidence of this near universal interest in visually artistic endeavors is the long-term success of child oriented art supply companies such as “Crayola.” The visual arts may be the key to establishing a modern, widely effective, scientifically testable early grade mathematics curriculum. There are physiological changes that occur on the neuronal level within parts of the human brain. There are also associated alterations in mental processing of mathematical logic in relation to experience with spatial stimuli, although the exact processes and associations (as of 2008) remained unclear (Ansari, 2008). Spatial and mathematical development is intertwined (Gunderson, Ramirez, Beilock, & Levine, 2012).

The Renaissance as a Model for Mathematics Education

The discovery by Brunelleschi that geometric principles utilized in engineering and architecture could also be utilized to accurately depict three-dimensional space in two-dimensions set the groundwork for the masterful artistry that followed, throughout the Renaissance (Alberti, Kemp, 1991). The masters of the Renaissance did not only have a natural predisposition for success in the arts, but combined studies in math and art to achieve their profound skills. The Renaissance masters’ study of mathematics improved their spatial
awareness, and their practice to improve spatial awareness also improved their mathematical comprehension. Many including Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Raphael became engineers and architects, too.

The PISA 2012 US Country Note lays out five mathematically related weaknesses most faced by American students, including:

- Substantial mathematization of a real-world situation – requiring students to establish a mathematical model of a given real-world situation in the form of a term or an equation with variables for geometric or physical quantities, before further actions (especially calculations) can take place. Students have to understand the situation and activate and apply the appropriate mathematical content
- Reasoning in a geometric context – requiring authentic reasoning in a planar or spatial geometric context by using geometric concepts and facts (OECD, 2013, p. 3)

The utility of mathematics is so great because this cognitive tool allows humanity to model reality more effectively than any other. Mathematics' singularly great utility is the reason for its importance. The best way to communicate the importance of mathematics to students is to showcase its utility. This communication should occur at an early age. The most effective way to achieve this communication may be to utilize the Renaissance derived principles of perspective and proportion over a Cartesian coordinate system. An example of a similar practice can be seen in this image taken at the 2012 Sarasota, FL Chalk Festival:
One can imagine how such curriculum could be employed to communicate math’s connectedness to our world all the way from basic arithmetic problems such as additions of sets of numbers and explorations of their constituent parts, to geometric principles, all the way to expressions of sine and cosine illustrated as naturally by the student as these concepts are in the natural world. In this way, activation of student’s interest experience may be tapped. Students may be more likely to retain the contents of mathematics lessons, especially in relation to geometric reasoning, allowing for application of mathematical logic when solving real-world problems.

Conclusion

This work illustrates a unity of interest and learning, and further illustrates how principles of basic math and visual art can form the basis for a universally effective, early grade mathematics curriculum. Incorporating or pairing mathematics education with the visual arts will excite and expand the intellectual scope of students. Historical evidence from the Renaissance era supports this hypothesis. The historical evidence also illustrates how expansion of mathematical comprehension leads to economic benefit through increased inquiry and invention.

Educational philosophies are the root cause of the wickedness of educational dilemmas. The knowledge base for development of scientifically derived educational methodologies, specifically an early grade mathematics curriculum exists. This curriculum will likely blend arithmetic and geometric concepts with artistic, linear perspective and proportion decreasing student disinterest of mathematics. An increase in frequency of mathematical proficiency may result, which could lead to greater economic growth (Peterson, et al., 2011). Future, related research is recommended. Research should be conducted first, toward the development of an optimized curriculum. Second, social science research in an actual classroom setting should occur to study the effects of the hypothetical curriculum compared to traditional curricula.
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